
Self-Supporting Frameless 
Portable Water Tank

Cat# Gal. Size Open Ship.wt. Price
AJ182 500    2'8"x5'0"x6'6"    50 lbs.  $643.95
AJ183 1000 2'8"x7'3 x8'10" 55 lbs. $945.95
AJ184 1500 2'8"x9'2"x11'10" 60 lbs. $1,040.95
AJ185 2000 2'8"x10'x12'5" 65 lbs. $1,512.95
AJ186 2500 2'8"x12'x13'6" 70 lbs. $1,653.95
AJ187 3000 2'8"x13'x14'9" 75 lbs. $2,031.95
AJ188 4000 2'8"x14'x16' 90 lbs. $2,646.95
AJ189 5000 2'8"x17'x19' 100 lbs. $2,943.95

These self-supporting frameless water tanks have been designed to
meet the most stringent requirements of rural/ urban fire fighting.

Problems with inadequate or unusable supplies of water are
eliminated by the use of open top self-supporting portable
water tanks. In remote areas, the self-supporting tanks are

designed for standby water containment, water shuttling 
situations and to provide a continuous portable water supply. 

In remote areas, the SST may be filled by pumping water from 
a natural water source, such as a stream or creek, with a small gas-

operated pump. As the self-supporting tank begins to fill with water, its unique
design allows it to become self supporting automatically. The SST can be used as a mixing tank as well as a temporary holding in 
hazardous waste situations. It may be quickly drained through a threaded flange fitting on the side. The tank is totally collapsible and
easily stored in its own compact storage bag. It can be stored in the side or back of a truck, or the cargo compartment of a helicopter.
Made of heavy-duty industrial PVC. 

No assembly
Mixing tank
Hazardous waste

Specify NST or IPT, male or female threaded flange coupling,
installed. Specify size choice of threaded drain flange coupling,
11/2"-5" available. 6" additional cost. 
Specify color: yellow, red or orange.

No frame
No need to inflate
No foot pump
No auxiliary air

BC001 6" Flange Coupling $261.95

Specify Color: Hypalon - Red or Yellow

Secures hose quickly and minimizes turbulence. 21/2" and 3"
hose sizes. Frees up personnel for other duties. Ship. wt. 18 lbs. 

It was more than 50 years ago that the first Fol-Da-Tank
was introduced to firefighters, who recognized its value
and quality immediately. Fol-Da-Tank Co. has been 
continually improving frame and fabric designs to help
provide the most reliable portable water tank in the 
industry. Fol-Da-Tank has proved to be the practical
answer as an extra water supply for rural areas, where
water pressure is low or as a back-up facility for municipal
fire departments. It’s available in nine standard sizes. 
Fol-Da-Tank doubles the fire fighting ability of a tanker
truck at an affordable price. Two firefighters can unload
from the truck and set up in 30 seconds. While pumper
empties the Fol-Da-Tank, a tanker can be suppling more water. With the fire
out, Fol-Da-Tank can be emptied quickly with the exclusive 10" diameter
drain sleeve. You can store the drain sleeve inside or outside of the tank.

Supply Line Holder

Portable Collapsible Fol-Da-Tank
The First and Still the Best

Liners - Hypalon, FDA
Frames - Steel, resistance welded 14-gauge
7/8" round steel tubing with snag-free finish

Construction Features

Hinges - Die-cut 
Grommets - Solid brass
Bolts - Heavy-duty

Fol-Da-Tank Steel Frame Gallons 

Cat# Description 600 1000 1500 2100 2500 3000 4000
BD010 17oz. Hypalon $734.95 $832.95 $1,019.95 $1,338.95 $1,325.95 $1,498.95 $1,782.95
BD011 22oz. Hypalon $832.95 $987.95 $1,191.95 $1,435.95 $1,453.95 $1,673.95 $1,982.95
Liners
BD013 17oz. Hypalon $543.95 $677.95 $804.95 $901.95 $1,029.95 $1,204.95 $1,424.95
BD014 22oz. Hypalon $650.95 $761.95 $916.95 $1,016.95 $1,208.95 $1,396.95 $1,525.95

Fire fighting
Water relay
Water storage

Y211 Supply Line Holder, 21/2" $200.95
Y212 Supply Line Holder, 3" $225.95

Easy 1-person setup
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